Healthy Dining Workgroup Meeting Minutes
February 6, 2018

Updates

- Healthy Vending
  - Received relevant information from Canteen including number of machines
  - Next steps: Print materials and distribute to Canteen
- Green Fee Grant
  - 8 machines have been funded (4 in PCL, 1 in FAC, 1, in McCombs, 1 in SEA, 1 in MBB) and payment sent to PMCS to begin retrofitting
  - Point of decision prompt draft feedback
    - Positive feedback on Choose Water, Make Water a Habit visual. Suggestion to break up the list into just one tip per image
    - Battery recharge image favorable but need to strike Don’t Run on Empty
    - Favorable comments about headache prevention
    - Sluggish vs. Flow: Reduce traffic jam
- Microwave Map
  - Finishing authentication of map and sending draft to Andrew for design

Food Allergy Legislation

- Waiting on guidance from University lawyer on how to proceed

Future Project Ideas

- Map of where to get ice on campus
- Snippet videos: My favorite healthy option videos
  - Known Longhorns share their favorite healthy meals at different dining locations
- Adding additional healthy dining options to campus